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Invention The present invention relates

generally to the field of communications, and
more specifically to the timing of
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communications involving a motion picture. B.
Description of Related Art As described in this

section, the following references provide
information related to various aspects of the

present invention. In a digital video
environment, such as a High Definition

Television (HDTV) or Advanced Television
Systems Committee (ATSC) compliant

environment, random access points, such as
those provided in MPEG-2 Transport Streams,

typically involve delivering asynchronous user-
data frames to a digital video device in a

single stream that can be parsed out by the
digital video device for reading and

processing. Each user-data frame may include
a Presentation Time Stamp (PTS) associated
with the time the frame was transmitted to

the digital video device. However, there are no
frame timing or PTS clock references for other

transport streams, such as incoming data
packets for a motion picture. Conventional
MPEG-2 transport streams also include a

stream header, a PES header and a Program
Clock Reference (PCR), which can be used to

synchronize and time-stamp an incoming
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transport stream. A first PCR, known as a
Program Clock Recovery (PCR) or PCR timing,

can be used to detect the beginning of a
transport stream based on PCR values, as can
be seen in a transport stream to be within a

specified range. When such a stream is parsed
out, for example, an image frame, the arrival
time of the transport stream will be near, but
not at, the beginning of the transport stream.

As described in some embodiments of U.S.
Pat. No. 6,567,067, a transmitter of a digital
video signal includes a transmission buffer to
send a transport stream of MPEG frames to a
digital video device. The digital video device

includes an FEC control to detect a PCR
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voucher code for food automation Provisional
(final) visa would be sent to the applicant at
the address mentioned in his visa application
form after selection of the code mentioned in

the voucher card. Food subsidy as per the
guidelines issued by the Department of food

supply is available to poor. Education
University: Others: Number of employees in
the company of the department: Partners
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post office: Latest News Useful information
About us Clarinet India deals in software

development, product testing, application
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We have seen all the changes from Ambient
Computing to Smart Computing and now we

are at Perceptive Computing. A complete
Computing solution for all of your needs.
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software products. We have no physical and
offices, so we can boast in the credibility of

our delivery. We love to hear from you. If you
have a question or if you want to get in touch

with us, then just fill out the form. When
sending us an email, please include your

contact details, so that we can get back to
you.Q: Sorting an associative array and

removing elements in PHP I have a
multidimensional associative array, here an

example: $diseases = array( array('medicine'
=>'potatoes','symptoms'=>'blue'), array('me
dicine'=>'potatoes','symptoms'=>'blue'), arra
y('medicine'=>'potatoes','symptoms'=>'blue')
, array('medicine'=>'potatoes','symptoms'=>'

blue'),
array('medicine'=>'potatoes','symptoms
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